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Electrum is a lightweight Bitcoin wallet.
1.1 How does Electrum work?

Electrum’s focus is speed, with low resource usage and simplifying Bitcoin. Startup times are instant because it operates in conjunction with high-performance servers that handle the most complicated parts of the Bitcoin system.

1.2 Does Electrum trust servers?

In short, not really. The Electrum client never sends private keys to the servers. In addition, it verifies the information reported by servers, using a technique called Simple Payment Verification.

By default, Electrum tries to maintain connections to ~10 servers. The client subscribes to block header notifications to all of these, and also periodically polls each for dynamic fee estimates. For all connected servers except one, that is all they are used for. Getting block headers from multiple sources is useful to detect lagging servers, chain splits, and forks.

One of the servers, arbitrarily, is selected as the “main” server.

- The client subscribes to its own addresses (nit: sha256 hashes of scriptPubKeys) so that it would be notified of new transactions touching them. It also synchronizes the existing history of its addresses. This means the client sacrifices some privacy to the server, as the server can now reasonably guess that all these addresses belong to the same entity.
- As above, confirmed transactions are verified via SPV.
- The server is trusted about unconfirmed transactions.
- The server can lie by omission. That is, it can “forget” to mention (both confirmed and unconfirmed) transactions that are relevant to the client.
- All connected servers are polled for fee estimates, but whether those values are used depends on the “auto-connect” setting of the client. With “auto-connect” disabled, only the fee estimates sent by the main server are used. With “auto-connect” enabled, the client uses the median of all received fee estimates. In either case, low-high sanity limits are applied in the client.
The main server is also used to broadcast the transactions the client makes.

A list of server peers is also requested by the client, to learn about other servers it can use. (There is a list of hardcoded servers in the client to bootstrap)

Further, all of the connected servers will see the client’s IP address (which might be that of a proxy/VPN/Tor, if used).

The fast startup times and low resource usage is achieved at the cost of the above detailed privacy loss. The protocol and the client is designed in a way that minimises trust in the server.

Anyone can run a server. If you feel strongly about privacy, or if SPV-security guarantees are not enough for you, you should consider running your own Electrum server.

### 1.3 What is the seed?

The seed is a random phrase that is used to generate your private keys.

Example:

```
slim sugar lizard predict state cute awkward asset inform blood civil sugar
```

Your wallet can be entirely recovered from its seed. For this, select the “I already have a seed” option in the wizard.

### 1.4 How secure is the seed?

The seed phrase created by Electrum has 132 bits of entropy. This means that it provides the same level of security as a Bitcoin private key (of length 256 bits). Indeed, an elliptic curve key of length n provides n/2 bits of security.

### 1.5 I have forgotten my password. What can I do?

It is not possible to recover your password. However, you can restore your wallet from its seed phrase and choose a new password. If you lose both your password and your seed, there is no way to recover your money. This is why we ask you to save your seed phrase on paper.

To restore your wallet from its seed phrase, create a new wallet, select the type, choose “I already have a seed” and proceed to input your seed phrase.

### 1.6 How does Electrum get the Bitcoin price it uses?

Electrum gets the Bitcoin price from a third party, but provides various options. Please see menubar > Tools > Preferences > Fiat to view the current setting or choose a new one.

### 1.7 My transaction has been unconfirmed for a long time. What can I do?

Bitcoin transactions become “confirmed” when miners accept to write them in the Bitcoin blockchain. In general, the speed of confirmation depends on the fee you attach to your transaction; miners prioritize transactions that pay the highest fees.
Recent versions of Electrum use “dynamic fees” in order to make sure that the fee you pay with your transaction is adequate. This feature is enabled by default in recent versions of Electrum.

If you have made a transaction that is unconfirmed, you can:

- Wait for a long time. Eventually, your transaction will either be confirmed or cancelled. This might take several days.
- Increase the transaction fee. This is only possible for “replaceable” transactions. To create this type of transaction, you must have checked “Replaceable” on the send tab before sending the transaction. If you’re not seeing the “Replaceable” option on the send tab go to Tools menu > Preferences > Fees tab and set “Propose Replace-By-Fee” to “Always”. Transactions that are replaceable have the word “Replaceable” in the date column on the history tab. To increase the fee of a replaceable transaction right click on its entry on the history tab and choose “Increase Fee”. Set an appropriate fee and click on “OK”. A window will popup with the unsigned transaction. Click on “Sign” and then “Broadcast”.
- Create a “Child Pays for Parent” transaction. A CPFP is a new transaction that pays a high fee in order to compensate for the small fee of its parent transaction. It can be done by the recipient of the funds, or by the sender, if the transaction has a change output. To create a CPFP transaction right click on the unconfirmed transaction on the history tab and choose “Child pays for parent”. Set an appropriate fee and click on “OK”. A window will popup with the unsigned transaction. Click on “Sign” and then “Broadcast”.

1.8 What does it mean to “freeze” an address in Electrum?

When you freeze an address, the funds in that address will not be used for sending bitcoins. You cannot send bitcoins if you don’t have enough funds in the non-frozen addresses.

1.9 How is the wallet encrypted?

Electrum uses two separate levels of encryption:

- Your seed and private keys are encrypted using AES-256-CBC. The private keys are decrypted only briefly, when you need to sign a transaction; for this you need to enter your password. This is done in order to minimize the amount of time during which sensitive information is unencrypted in your computer’s memory.
- In addition, your wallet file may be encrypted on disk. Note that the wallet information will remain unencrypted in the memory of your computer for the duration of your session. If a wallet is encrypted, then its password will be required in order to open it. Note that the password will not be kept in memory; Electrum does not need it in order to save the wallet on disk, because it uses asymmetric encryption (ECIES).

Wallet file encryption is activated by default since version 2.8. It is intended to protect your privacy, but also to prevent you from requesting bitcoins on a wallet that you do not control.

1.10 Does Electrum support cold wallets?

Yes, see Cold Storage.

1.11 Can I import private keys from other Bitcoin clients?

In Electrum 2.0, you cannot import private keys in a wallet that has a seed. You should sweep them instead.
If you want to import private keys and not sweep them, you need to create a special wallet that does not have a seed. For this, create a new wallet, select “restore”, and instead of typing your seed, type a list of private keys, or a list of addresses if you want to create a watching-only wallet.

You will need to back up this wallet, because it cannot be recovered from a seed.

1.12 Can I sweep private keys from other Bitcoin clients?

Sweeping private keys means to send all the bitcoins they control to an existing address in your wallet. The private keys you sweep do not become a part of your wallet. Instead, all the bitcoins they control are sent to an address that has been deterministically generated from your wallet seed.

To sweep private keys, go to the Wallet menu -> Private Keys -> Sweep. Enter the private keys in the appropriate field. Leave the “Address” field unchanged. That is the destination address, and it will be from your existing Electrum wallet. Click on “Sweep”. It’ll now take you to the send tab where you can set an appropriate fee and then click on “Send” to send the coins to your wallet.

1.13 Where is the Electrum datadir located?

The data directory of Electrum is where wallet files, config settings, logs, blockchain headers, etc are stored.

On Windows:
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- Show hidden files
- Go to \Users\YourUserName\AppData\Roaming\Electrum (or %APPDATA%\Electrum)

On Mac:
- Open Finder
- Go to folder (shift+cmd+G) and type ~/.electrum

On Linux:
- Home Folder
- Go -> Location and type ~/.electrum

1.14 Where is my wallet file located?

The default wallet file is called default_wallet, which is created when you first run the application and is located in the \wallets folder, inside the datadir.

1.15 How to enable debug logging?

1. Logging to file
   On Linux/Windows/macOS, you can enable logging to disk. Using the (Qt) GUI, go to menu->Tools>Preferences>Misc, and tick “Write logs to file”. After restarting Electrum, debug logs will be written to the logs/ folder inside the datadir.
   
   If you encounter an error while opening a wallet and hence cannot get to “Preferences” to enable logging, as a workaround you can create a temporary throwaway wallet and access the settings there.
   
   Using CLI/RPC, you can enable file logging via e.g.:

   $ electrum setconfig log_to_file true

2. Logging to terminal (standard error)
   On Linux/macOS, if you start Electrum from terminal, you can specify the -v flag, to enable debug logs in the terminal (to stderr). This option does not work on Windows (when using the binaries).
   On macOS, when using the official binary, try e.g.:

   $ /Applications/Electrum.app/Contents/MacOS/run_electrum -v

1.16 Can I do bulk payments with Electrum? (batching)

You can create a transaction with several outputs. In the GUI, type each address and amount on a line, separated by a comma.
Amounts are in the current unit set in the client. The total is shown in the GUI.

You can also import a CSV file in the “Pay to” field, by clicking on the folder icon.

1.17 Can Electrum create and sign raw transactions?

Electrum lets you create and sign raw transactions right from the user interface using a form.

1.18 Electrum freezes when I try to send bitcoins.

This might happen if you are trying to spend a large number of transaction outputs (for example, if you have collected hundreds of donations from a Bitcoin faucet). When you send Bitcoins, Electrum looks for unspent coins that are in your wallet in order to create a new transaction. Unspent coins can have different values, much like physical coins and bills.

If this happens, you should consolidate your transaction inputs by sending smaller amounts of bitcoins to one of your wallet addresses; this would be the equivalent of exchanging a stack of nickels for a dollar bill.

1.19 What is the gap limit?

The gap limit is the maximum number of consecutive unused addresses in your deterministic sequence of addresses. Electrum uses it in order to stop looking for addresses. In Electrum 2.0, it is set to 20 by default, so the client will get
all addresses until 20 unused addresses are found.

1.20 How can I pre-generate new addresses?

Electrum will generate new addresses as you use them, until it hits the *gap limit*.

If you need to pre-generate more addresses, you can do so by typing `wallet.create_new_address(False)` in the console. This command will generate one new address. Note that the address will be shown with a red background in the address tab to indicate that it is beyond the gap limit. The red color will remain until the gap is filled.

**WARNING:** Addresses beyond the gap limit will not automatically be recovered from the seed. To recover them will require either increasing the client’s gap limit or generating new addresses until the used addresses are found.

If you wish to generate more than one address, you can use a “for” loop. For example, if you wanted to generate 50 addresses, you could do this:

```python
[wallet.create_new_address(False) for i in range(50)]
```

1.21 How do I upgrade Electrum?

Warning: always save your wallet seed on paper before doing an upgrade.

To upgrade Electrum, just install the most recent version. The way to do this will depend on your OS.

Note that your wallet files are stored separately from the software, so you can safely remove the old version of the software if your OS does not do it for you.

Some Electrum upgrades will modify the format of your wallet files.

For this reason, it is not recommended to downgrade Electrum to an older version once you have opened your wallet file with the new version. The older version will not always be able to read the new wallet file.

The following issues should be considered when upgrading Electrum 1.x wallets to Electrum 2.x:

- Electrum 2.x will need to regenerate all of your addresses during the upgrade process. Please allow it time to complete, and expect it to take a little longer than usual for Electrum to be ready.
- The contents of your wallet file will be replaced with an Electrum 2 wallet. This means Electrum 1.x will no longer be able to use your wallet once the upgrade is complete.
- The “Addresses” tab will not show any addresses the first time you launch Electrum 2. This is expected behavior. Restart Electrum 2 after the upgrade is complete and your addresses will be available.
- Offline copies of Electrum will not show the addresses at all because it cannot synchronize with the network. You can force an offline generation of a few addresses by typing the following into the Console: `wallet.synchronize()`. When it’s complete, restart Electrum and your addresses will once again be available.

1.22 My anti-virus has flagged Electrum as malware! What now?

Electrum binaries are often flagged by various anti-virus software. There is nothing we can do about it, so please stop reporting that to us. Anti-virus software uses heuristics in order to determine if a program is malware, and that often results in false positives.

If you trust the developers of the project, you can verify the GPG signature of Electrum binaries, and safely ignore any anti-virus warnings.
If you do not trust the developers of the project, you should build the binaries yourself, or run the software from source. Finally, if you are really concerned about malware, you should not use an operating system that relies on anti-virus software.

1.23 Electrum requires recent Python. My Linux distribution does not yet have it. What now?

There are several ways to resolve this.

1. Use the AppImage distributed by us. This is a single self-contained binary that includes all the dependencies. Currently, we only distribute this binary for x86_64 (amd64) architecture. Just download it, (verify GPG sig), make it executable, and run it. E.g.:

```bash
$ wget https://download.electrum.org/3.3.4/electrum-3.3.4-x86_64.AppImage
$ chmod +x electrum-3.3.4-x86_64.AppImage
$ ./electrum-3.3.4-x86_64.AppImage
```

2. Use backports (e.g. in case of Debian, check the packages in stable-backports)

3. Upgrade your distribution (e.g. use Debian testing instead of stable)

4. Compile Python yourself, and then install pyqt5 using pip (as the package manager for the distribution will only have PyQt5 for the version of Python that is packaged by them).

```bash
$ python3 -m pip install --user pyqt5
```

(Unfortunately, it seems pyqt5 via pip is only available for x86/x86_64. On other archs, you might have to build Qt/PyQt yourself.)

5. Use a virtual machine where you run another Linux distribution that has more recent packages.

1.24 I might run my own server. Are client-server connections authenticated?

Electrum uses a client-server architecture, where the endpoints speak the Electrum protocol. The Electrum protocol is JSON-RPC based. The two main stacks the client supports are

1. JSON-RPC over SSL/TLS over TCP
2. JSON-RPC over TCP

Note that neither option uses HTTP.

The client only connects to servers over SSL (so plaintext TCP is not used). Prior to Electrum 3.1, there used to be a checkbox in the GUI to toggle this but it was removed.

As for authentication, the client accepts both CA-signed certificates and self-signed SSL certificates. When it first connects to a server, it pins the fact whether that server is using a CA-signed or a self-signed cert.

- If it is self-signed, it will only accept that cert until it expires for that server (TOFU).
- If it is CA signed, it will forever only accept CA-signed certs for that server.

For your own server, both CA-signed and self-signed certs have their advantages.
• With self-signed certs, as the client uses TOFU, there is a possibility of man-in-the-middle during the first connection.
• With CA-signed certs, you need to trust the Certificate Authorities.

1.25 Does Electrum support altcoins (“cryptocurrencies”)?

No. Electrum only supports Bitcoin.

The project has never supported any altcoins, only Bitcoin. However Electrum is free (as in freedom) software with a permissive license, and there are many forks of the software that support specific altcoins. These are separate projects, with their own maintainers, independent of Electrum. We do not review their code or endorse them in any way. If you are a user of these, please direct any and all support requests to their maintainers, instead of us.
Invoices are Payment Requests signed by their requestor. When you click on a bitcoin: link, a URL is passed to electrum:

```bash
  electrum "bitcoin:1KLxqw4MA5NkG6YP1N4S14akDFCP1vQrKu?amount=1.0&v=1&confirmations=1&memo=Test&label=I$|\$1&pay_request=https%3A%2F%2Fbitpay.com%2Fi%2FXxaGtEpRsqckRnhsj2wtrA"
```

This opens the send tab with the payment request:
The green color in the “Pay To” field means that the payment request was signed by bitpay.com’s certificate, and that Electrum verified the chain of signatures.

Note that the “send” tab contains a list of invoices and their status.
Electrum offers two-factor authenticated wallets, with a remote server acting to co-sign transactions, adding another level of security in the event of your computer being compromised.

The remote server in question is a service offered by TrustedCoin. Here is a guide on how it works.
3.1 Creating a Wallet

Electrum could not find an existing wallet.

**What do you want to do?**
- Create new wallet
- Restore a wallet or import keys

**Wallet type:**
- Standard wallet
- **Wallet with two-factor authentication**
- Multi-signature wallet
- Hardware wallet
3.2 Restoring from seed

Even if TrustedCoin is compromised or taken offline, your coins are secure as long as you still have the seed of your wallet. Your seed contains two master private keys in a 2-of-3 security scheme. In addition, the third master public key can be derived from your seed, ensuring that your wallet addresses can be restored. In order to restore your wallet from seed, select “wallet with two factor authentication”, as this tells Electrum to use this special variety of seed for restoring your wallet.
Note: The “restore” option should be used only if you no longer want to use TrustedCoin, or if there is a problem with the service. Once you have restored your wallet in this way, two of three factors are on your machine, negating the special protection of this type of wallet.
This tutorial shows how to create a 2 of 2 multisig wallet. A 2 of 2 multisig consists of 2 separate wallets (usually on separate machines and potentially controlled by separate people) that have to be used in conjunction in order to access the funds. Both wallets have the same set of Addresses.

- A common use-case for this is if you want to collaboratively control funds: maybe you and your friend run a company together and certain funds should only be spendable if you both agree.
- Another one is security: One of the wallets can be on your main machine, while the other one is on an offline machine. That way you make it very hard for an attacker or malware to steal your coins.

### 4.1 Create a pair of 2-of-2 wallets

Each cosigner needs to do this: In the menu select File->New, then select “Multi-signature wallet”. On the next screen, select 2 of 2.
After generating a seed (keep it safely!) you will need to provide the master public key of the other wallet.
Put the master public key of the other wallet into the lower box. Of course when you create the other wallet, you put the master public key of this one.

You will need to do this in parallel for the two wallets. Note that you can press cancel during this step, and reopen the file later.

4.2 Receiving

Check that both wallets generate the same set of Addresses. You can now send to these Addresses (note they start with a “3”) with any wallet that can send to P2SH Addresses.

4.3 Spending

To spend coins from a 2-of-2 wallet, two cosigners need to sign a transaction collaboratively.

To accomplish this, create a transaction using one of the wallets (by filling out the form on the “send” tab)

After signing, a window is shown with the transaction details.

4.2. Receiving
The transaction has to be sent to the second wallet.

For this you have multiple options:

- you can transfer the file on a usb stick
- you can use QR codes
- you can use a remote server, with the CosignerPool plugin.

### 4.3.1 Transfer a file

You can save the partially signed transaction to a file (using the “save” button), transfer that to the machine where the second wallet is running (via usb stick, for example) and load it there (using Tools -> Load transaction -> from file)

### 4.3.2 Use QR-Code

There’s also a button showing a qr-code icon. Clicking that will display a qr-code containing the transaction that can be scanned into the second wallet (Tools -> Load Transaction -> From QR Code)

### 4.3.3 Use the Cosigner Pool Plugin

For this to work the Plugin “Cosigner Pool” needs to be enabled (Tools -> Plugins) with both wallets.
Once the plugin is enabled, you will see a button labeled “Send to cosigner”. Clicking it sends the partially signed transaction to a central server. Note that the transaction is encrypted with your cosigner’s master public key.

When the cosigner wallet is started, it will get a notification that a partially signed transaction is available:

The transaction is encrypted with the cosigner’s master public key; the password is needed to decrypt it.

With all of the above methods, you can now add the second signature to the transaction (using the “sign” button). It can then be broadcast to the network.
This document shows how to create an offline wallet that holds your Bitcoins and a watching-only online wallet that is used to view its history and to create transactions that have to be signed with the offline wallet before being broadcast on the online one.

5.1 Create an offline wallet

Create a wallet on an offline machine, as per the usual process (file -> new) etc.

After creating the wallet, go to Wallet -> Information.

The Master Public Key of your wallet is the string shown in this popup window. Transfer that key to your online machine somehow.
5.2 Create a watching-only version of your wallet

On your online machine, open up Electrum and select File -> New/Restore. Enter a name for the wallet and select “Standard wallet”.

Select “Use public or private keys”

Paste your master public key in the box.
Click Next to complete the creation of your wallet. When you’re done, you should see a popup informing you that you are opening a watching-only wallet.

Then you should see the transaction history of your cold wallet.

### 5.3 Create an unsigned transaction

Go to the “send” tab on your online watching-only wallet, input the transaction data and press “Preview”. A window pops up:
Press “save” and save the transaction file somewhere on your computer. Close the window and transfer the transaction file to your offline machine (e.g. with a usb stick).

5.4 Get your transaction signed

On your offline wallet, select Tools -> Load transaction -> From file in the menu and select the transaction file created in the previous step.
Press “sign”. Once the transaction is signed, the Transaction ID appears in its designated field.
Press save, store the file somewhere on your computer, and transfer it back to your online machine.

## 5.5 Broadcast your transaction

On your online machine, select Tools -> Load transaction -> From File from the menu. Select the signed transaction file. In the window that opens up, press “broadcast”. The transaction will be broadcasted over the Bitcoin network.
CHAPTER 6

Hardware wallets on Linux

The following aims to be a concise guide of what you need to get your hardware wallet working with Electrum. If you use the AppImage, that already has all the dependencies and Python libraries bundled with it, so skip the first two steps.

6.1 Dependencies

Currently all hardware wallets depend on `hidapi`, to be able to build that, you need:

**Ubuntu**:

```
sudo apt-get install libusb-1.0-0-dev libudev-dev
```

**Fedora**:

```
sudo dnf install libusb-devel systemd-devel
```

(Package names may be different for other distributions.)

6.2 Python libraries

Then depending on the device you have, you need a python package (typically a library by the manufacturer):

6.2.1 Trezor

```
python3 -m pip install trezor[hidapi]
```

For more details, refer to `python-trezor`. 
6.2.2 Ledger

```
python3 -m pip install btchip-python ecdsa
```

For more details, refer to `btchip-python`.

6.2.3 KeepKey

```
python3 -m pip install keepkey
```

For more details, refer to `python-keepkey`.

6.2.4 Digital Bitbox

The Digital Bitbox only needs `hidapi`.

```
python3 -m pip install hidapi
```

6.2.5 BitBox02

```
python3 -m pip install bitbox02
```

For more details, refer to `python-bitbox02`.

6.2.6 Archos Safe-T

```
python3 -m pip install safet
```

For more details, refer to `python-safet`.

6.2.7 Coldcard

```
python3 -m pip install ckcc-protocol
```

For more details, refer to `ckcc-protocol`.

6.2.8 Jade

```
python3 -m pip install pyserial cbor
```

For more details, refer to `jadepy`.

6.3 3. udev rules

You will need to configure udev rules. See `electrum/contrib/udev`
6.4 4. Done

That’s it! Electrum should now detect your device.
CHAPTER 7

Using the most current Electrum on Tails

Software installed on Tails cannot be permanently upgraded since it is a fixed (read-only) image. You can run the most recent version of Electrum with Tails by using the AppImage binary we distribute (a self-contained executable that should work on any x86_64 Linux including Tails).

Tails version 4 (since October 2019) ships with a working version of Electrum at the time of its release - these instructions can be used to run the latest version of Electrum between Tails/Debian releases.

Tails version 3 (prior to October 2019) ships with an outdated version of Electrum that can no longer be used on the public Electrum server network. It is recommended instead to upgrade to the latest Tails since it will have many other security improvements as well.

These steps have been tested on Tails versions 3 and 4.

7.1 Steps to use AppImage

1. Write down your wallet seed words and store them securely off the computer.

2. Enable and configure persistent storage. In Tails enter the Applications/Tails menu and select “Configure persistent volume”. Ensure “Personal data” and “Bitcoin client” sliders are enabled. Reboot if necessary and make sure the persistent volume is unlocked.

3. Ensure your Tails is connected to a network and the onion icon at the top confirms Tor network is ready.

4. Using Tor browser download the Linux Appimage file under “Sources and Binaries” near the top of the download page on electrum.org and save it to the default “Tor browser” folder. Tails and Tor are not as fast as your regular operating system, and the download may take much longer than normally expected especially if you have a slow computer or USB drive - Tor download speed depends entirely on the Tor network connections. Your AppImage will not start nor will it give any error message if you do not download the entire file.

5. Open Home/Tor browser folder and drag the appimage to the Persistent folder (lower left side of the window). Tails is very sensitive to user writeable file locations and Electrum may not work in another location.

6. Recommended: Check the PGP signature of the AppImage by following these instructions before using the AppImage.
7. Open Home/Persistent folder (where the appimage will now live), right click on the appimage and select Properties. Select the Permissions tab and click “Allow executing file as program” then close the dialog. More detailed instructions with screenshots are available here.

You can now simply click on the Electrum AppImage icon in your persistent folder to run the newest Electrum. Your new AppImage should use any previous Electrum data (if there is any) without difficulty and the wallet(s) will remain on your Tails USB drive if you’ve enabled persistent storage. If there is any question about your wallet(s) being corrupted, erase the files in ~/.electrum/wallets and reinitialize from seed words.

Caution: Do not use the old Electrum available in the Tails version 3 menus.
The plugin system of Electrum is designed to allow the development of new features without increasing the core code of Electrum. To enable or disable Plugins, see menubar > Tools > Plugins.

Below you can find a short description of each available tool.

8.1 Audio Modem

Provides support for air-gapped transaction signing. requires ‘amodem’ python package http://github.com/romanz/amodem/

8.2 Cosigner Pool

This plugin facilitates the use of multi-signatures wallets. It sends and receives partially signed transactions from/to your cosigner wallet. Transactions are encrypted and stored on a remote server.

8.3 Email

Send and receive payment request with an email account keys.

8.4 LabelSync

Save your wallet labels on a remote server, and synchronize them across multiple devices where you use Electrum. Labels, transactions IDs and addresses are encrypted before they are sent to the remote server.
8.5 Revealer

This plug-in allows you to create a visually encrypted backup of your wallet seeds, or of custom alphanumeric secrets.

8.6 Two Factor Authentication

This plugin adds two-factor authentication to your wallet. For more information, visit https://api.trustedcoin.com/#!/electrum-help

8.7 Virtual Keyboard

Add an optional virtual keyboard to the password dialog. Warning: do not use this if it makes you pick a weaker password.
CHAPTER 9

Using cold storage with the command line

This page will show you how to sign a transaction with an offline Electrum wallet, using the Command line.

9.1 Create an unsigned transaction

With your online (watching-only) wallet, create an unsigned transaction:

```
electrum payto 1Cpf9zb5Rm5Z5qmmGezn6ERxFWvwuZ6UCx 0.1 --unsigned > unsigned.txn
```

The unsigned transaction is stored in a file named ‘unsigned.txn’. Note that the –unsigned option is not needed if you use a watching-only wallet.

You may view it using:

```
cat unsigned.txn | electrum deserialize -
```

9.2 Sign the transaction

The serialization format of Electrum contains the master public key needed and key derivation, used by the offline wallet to sign the transaction.

Thus we only need to pass the serialized transaction to the offline wallet:

```
cat unsigned.txn | electrum signtransaction - > signed.txn
```

The command will ask for your password, and save the signed transaction in ‘signed.txn’

9.3 Broadcast the transaction

Send your transaction to the Bitcoin network, using broadcast:
If successful, the command will return the ID of the transaction.
10.1 Note:

This document has been updated for Electrum 2.9.

10.2 What is a fork?

A blockchain fork (or blockchain split) occurs when a deviating network begins to generate and maintain a conflicting chain of blocks branching from the original, essentially creating another “version of bitcoin” or cryptocurrency, with its very own blockchain, set of rules, and market value.

If there is a fork of the Bitcoin blockchain, two distinct currencies will coexist, having different market values.

10.3 What does it mean to ‘split your coins’?

An address on the original blockchain will now also contain the same amount on the new chain.

If you own Bitcoins before the fork, a transaction that spends these coins after the fork will, in general, be valid on both chains. This means that you might be spending both coins simultaneously. This is called ‘replay’. To prevent this, you need to move your coins using transactions that differ on both chains.

10.4 Fork detection

Electrum (version 2.9 and higher) is able to detect consensus failures between servers (blockchain forks), and lets users select their branch of the fork.

- Electrum will download and validate block headers sent by servers that may follow different branches of a fork in the Bitcoin blockchain. Instead of a linear sequence, block headers are organized in a tree structure. Branching
points are located efficiently using binary search. The purpose of MCV is to detect and handle blockchain forks that are invisible to the classical SPV model.

- The desired branch of a blockchain fork can be selected using the network dialog. Branches are identified by the hash and height of the diverging block. Coin splitting is possible using RBF transaction (a tutorial will be added).

This feature allows you to pick and choose which chain and network you spend on.

## 10.5 Procedure

1. Preparation
   a. Menu View Show Coins
   b. Menu Tools Preferences Propose Replace-By-Fee “Always”

2. Select a chain / network
   a. Menu Tools Network

Notice how the branches have different hashes at different heights. You can verify which chain you’re on by using block explorers to verify the hash and height.
3. Send your coins to yourself
   a. Copy your receiving address to the sending tab.
   b. Enter how many coins you’d like to split. (enter “! ” for ALL)
   c. Check “Replaceable”
   d. Send Sign Broadcast
4. Wait for the transaction to confirm on one network.
   a. You’ll want to switch between chains (via the network panel) to monitor the transaction status.
   b. Wait until you see the transaction confirm on one chain.
c. Immediately use “RBF” on the unconfirmed transaction to “Increase fee”

5. Wait for both chains to confirm the transaction.
6. Verify the transaction has a different TXID on each chain.
You will now have coins seperately spendable on each chain. If it failed, no harm done, you sent to yourself! Just try again.
Please note that when using Electrum through Tor there are two main ways. The first way has the most Privacy but also requires the most trust in the server you are connecting to. This is because normally Electrum connects to a few different servers and downloads block headers and checks that they match. This prevents/makes it more difficult for Rogue servers to send you bad information. However, this can also present a privacy issue because you could be connecting to none .onion servers for these headers.

Thus the two different options are, Connect to 1 server ONLY and get block headers and transaction info from that server. Or Connect to 8 block header servers and connect to 1 .onion server for the general use.

11.1 List of Active .onion servers

Check the list here;

http://electrumserv.noip.me/onionservers.txt

If you wish to be added to this list email me at:
danielcryptos@gmail.com

11.2 LINUX

11.3 Option 1: Single Server

Note: Please understand you are sacrificing some security here for extra privacy.

Check out https://electrum.org/#download

Grab the download from python source

Make sure you have dependencies installed

sudo apt-get install python-qt4 python-pip
Extract the electrum download:
```
tar -xvzf Electrum-2.*.*.tar.gz
```
Go into the extracted electrum folder and then run:
```
./electrum -1 -s electrums3lojbuj.onion:50001:t -p socks5:localhost:9050
```
Quick explanation,
- `-1` means connect to 1 server only.
- `-s` is defining which server. You can change this to any .onion server you want. (Check the list at the top)
- `-p` is saying what proxy server to use to get into the tor network. Generally this will be localhost but the port bit after `:` could be different.

You might need to change the port bit depending on what system you are running;
Currently The port is;
Tor Browser Bundle: 9150
General Tor (Installed): 9050

### 11.4 Option 2: Multiple servers but Tor Main

Same as above until the command to launch Electrum, Remove the `-1` making it
```
./electrum -s electrums3lojbuj.onion:50001:t -p socks5:localhost:9050
```
For this one, you can also just launch Electrum and click on the Green or Red icon on the bottom right to bring up server information
Untick the box for Auto and enter;
electrums3lojbuj.onion
50001
Into the boxes.
At the bottom select SOCKS5 for proxy and then
localhost
9150 or 9050

### 11.5 WINDOWS

#### 11.6 Option 1: Connecting to a single Server

Install Electrum from the main download page: [https://electrum.org/#download](https://electrum.org/#download)

Note: Please understand you are sacrificing some security here for extra privacy.

In windows, On your desktop you will have a Electrum icon. Copy and paste this to make a copy. If not you can find the electrum folder in C:Program Files (x86)Electrum

Right click on electrum.exe and create shortcut. It will say cannot make a shortcut here make one on the desktop instead? Ok this.
With your new shortcut or a copy of your old one Right click it and go properties, click shortcut at the top bar, in the box named target:

It should already say something similar to what’s in between the speech bubbles. If yours is different don’t change that bit to match.

What we want to do is add on the bit after the last speech bubble. Make a space and then enter / copy and paste.

“C:Program Files (x86)Electrum Electrum.exe” -1 -s electrums3lojbuj.onion:50001:t -p socks5:localhost:9050

Apply and Ok the change… You can go back to the General Tab if you want and Where it says “electrum.exe - Shortcut” you could change that to Electrum - Tor or something

Click apply and ok again.

Now when you launch Electrum with this shortcut it will use 1 tor server only.

Quick explanation,

-1 means connect to 1 server only.

-s is defining which server. You can change this to any .onion server you want.

-p Is saying what proxy server to use to get into the tor network. Generally this will be localhost but the port bit after : could be different.

You might need to change the port bit depending on what system you are running;

Currently The port is;

Tor Browser Bundle: 9150

General Tor (Installed): 9050

11.7 Option 2

In Windows, on your desktop you will have a Electrum icon. Copy and paste this to make a copy. If not you can find the electrum folder in C:Program Files (x86)Electrum

Right click on electrum.exe and create shortcut. It will say cannot make a shortcut here make one on the desktop instead? Ok this.

With your new shortcut or a copy of your old one Right click it and go properties, click shortcut at the top bar, in the box named target:

It should already say something similar to what’s in between the speech bubbles. If yours is different don’t change that bit to match.

What we want to do is add on the bit after the last speech bubble. Make a space and then enter / copy and paste.

“C:Program Files (x86)Electrum Electrum.exe” -1 -s electrums3lojbuj.onion:50001:t -p socks5:localhost:9050

Apply and Ok the change… You can go back to the General Tab if you want and Where it says “electrum.exe - Shortcut” you could change that to Electrum - Tor or something

Click apply and ok again.

Now when you launch Electrum with this shortcut it will use 1 tor server only.

You might need to change the port bit depending on what system you are running;

Currently The port is;

Tor Browser Bundle: 9150

General Tor (Installed): 9050
General Tor (Installed): 9050

For this one you can also just launch electrum and click on the Green or Red icon on the bottom right to bring up server information. Untick the box for Auto and enter:

electrums3lojbuj.onion
50001

Into the boxes.

At the bottom select SOCKS5 for proxy and then localhost
9150 or 9050
Verifying GPG signature of Electrum using Linux command line

This can be used to verify the authenticity of Electrum binaries/sources.
Download only from electrum.org and remember to check the gpg signature again every time you download a new version

12.1 Obtain public GPG key for ThomasV

In a terminal enter (or copy):

```bash
gpg --keyserver keys.gnupg.net --recv-keys 6694D8DE7BE8EE5631BED9502BD5824B7F9470E6
```

You should be able to substitute any public GPG keyservers if keys.gnupg.net is (temporarily) not working

12.2 Download Electrum and signature file (asc)

Download the Python Electrum-<version>.tar.gz or AppImage file
Right click on the signature file and save it as well

12.3 Verify GPG signature

Run the following command from the same directory you saved the files replacing <electrum file> with the one actually downloaded:

```bash
gpg --verify <electrum file>.asc <electrum file>
```

The message should say:
Good signature from "Thomas Voegtlin (https://electrum.org) <thomasv@electrum.org>"

and

Primary key fingerprint: 6694 DBDE 7BE8 EE56 31BE D950 2BD5 824B 7F94 70E6

You can ignore this:

WARNING: This key is not certified with a trusted signature!
gpg: There is no indication that the signature belongs to the owner.

as it simply means you have not established a web of trust with other GPG users
Electrum has a powerful command line. This page will show you a few basic principles. Note that this page has been updated for Electrum 4.0.

### 13.1 Using the inline help

To see the list of Electrum commands, type:

```
electrum help
```

To see the documentation for a command, type:

```
electrum help <command>
```

### 13.2 How to use the daemon

By default, commands are sent to an Electrum daemon. Here is how to start and stop the daemon:

```
electrum daemon -d
electrum getinfo
electrum stop
```

Some commands require a wallet. Here is how to load a wallet in the daemon:

```
electrum load_wallet  # this will load the default wallet
electrum load_wallet -w /path/to/wallet/file
electrum list_wallets
```

Once the wallet is loaded, wallet operations are possible, such as:
Some commands do not require network access, and can be executed without a running daemon. This is done with the --offline flag:

```
 electrum -o listaddresses
 electrum -o payto <address> <amount>
 electrum -o -w /path/to/wallet/file listaddresses
```

### 13.3 Magic words

The arguments passed to commands may be one of the following magic words: ! ? : and -.

- **The exclamation mark !** is a shortcut that means ‘the maximum amount available’.
  
  Example:
  
  ```
  electrum payto 1JuiT4dM65d8vBt8qUYammDmAMJ4MjjxRE !
  ```

  Note that the transaction fee will be computed and deducted from the amount.

- **A question mark ?** means that you want the parameter to be prompted.
  
  Example:
  
  ```
  electrum signmessage 1JuiT4dM65d8vBt8qUYammDmAMJ4MjjxRE ?
  ```

- **Use a colon :** if you want the prompted parameter to be hidden (not echoed in your terminal).
  
  ```
  electrum importprivkey :
  ```

  Note that you will be prompted twice in this example, first for the private key, then for your wallet password.

- **A parameter replaced by a dash -** will be read from standard input (in a pipe)
  
  ```
  cat LICENCE | electrum signmessage 1JuiT4dM65d8vBt8qUYammDmAMJ4MjjxRE -
  ```

### 13.4 Aliases

You can use DNS aliases in place of bitcoin addresses, in most commands.

```
 electrum payto ecdsa.net !
```

### 13.5 Formatting outputs using jq

Command outputs are either simple strings or json structured data. A very useful utility is the ‘jq’ program. Install it with:

```
 sudo apt-get install jq
```

The following examples use it.
13.6 Examples

13.6.1 Sign and verify message

We may use a variable to store the signature, and verify it:

```
sig=$(cat LICENCE| electrum signmessage 1JuiT4dM65d8vBt8qUYammDmAMJ4MjjxRE -)
```

And:

```
cat LICENCE | electrum verifymessage 1JuiT4dM65d8vBt8qUYammDmAMJ4MjjxRE $sig -
```

13.6.2 Show the values of your unspents

The ‘listunspent’ command returns a list of dict objects, with various fields. Suppose we want to extract the ‘value’ field of each record. This can be achieved with the `jq` command:

```
electrum listunspent | jq 'map(.value)'
```

13.6.3 Select only incoming transactions from history

Incoming transactions have a positive ‘value’ field

```
electrum history | jq '.[] | select(.value>0)'
```

13.6.4 Filter transactions by date

The following command selects transactions that were timestamped after a given date:

```
before=$(date -d '07/01/2015' +"%s")
after=$(date -d '08/01/2015' +"%s")
electrum history | jq --arg before $before --arg after $after '.[] | select(.timestamp>$after|tonumber) and .timestamp<($before|tonumber))'
```

Similarly, we may export transactions for a given time period:

```
before=$(date -d '07/01/2015' +"%s")
after=$(date -d '08/01/2015' +"%s")
electrum history | jq --arg before $before --arg after $after '.[] | select(.timestamp>$after|tonumber) and .timestamp<($before|tonumber))'
```

13.6.5 Encrypt and decrypt messages

First we need the public key of a wallet address:

```
pk=$(electrum getpubkeys 1JuiT4dM65d8vBt8qUYammDmAMJ4MjjxRE| jq -r '.[0]')
```

Encrypt:
Decrypt:

electrum decrypt $pk ?

Note: this command will prompt for the encrypted message, then for the wallet password

13.6.6 Export private keys and sweep coins

The following command will export the private keys of all wallet addresses that hold some bitcoins:

electrum listaddresses --funded | electrum getprivatekeys -

This will return a list of lists of private keys. In most cases, you want to get a simple list. This can be done by adding a jq filter, as follows:

```
electrum listaddresses --funded | electrum getprivatekeys - | jq '.[0]'
```

Finally, let us use this list of private keys as input to the sweep command:

```
electrum listaddresses --funded | electrum getprivatekeys - | jq '.[0]' | electrum sweep -- [destination address]
```
CHAPTER 14

How to configure SSL with Electrum

This page was written for Electrum 4.0 (currently in development)
You should have a TLS/SSL private key and a public certificate for your domain set up already (signed by a CA, for example free Letsencrypt)

14.1 Add your SSL private key

Create a file that contains only the private key:

```plaintext
-----BEGIN PRIVATE KEY-----
your private key
-----END PRIVATE KEY-----
```

Please note that this is not your wallet key but a private key for the matching TLS/SSL certificate.
Set the path to your the SSL private key file with setconfig:

```
electrum -o setconfig ssl_keyfile /path/to/ssl/privkey.pem
```

14.2 Add your SSL certificate bundle

Create another file, file that contains your certificate, and the list of certificates it depends on, up to the root CA. Your certificate must be at the top of the list, and the root CA at the end.

```plaintext
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----
your cert
-----END CERTIFICATE-----
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----
intermediate cert
-----END CERTIFICATE-----
```
Set the ssl_chain path with setconfig:

```
electrum -o setconfig ssl_certfile /path/to/ssl/fullchain.pem
```

## 14.3 Check that your certificate was accepted by Electrum

Check that your SSL certificate correctly configured:

```
electrum -o get_ssl_domain
```

This should return the Common Name of your certificate.
How to accept Bitcoin on a website using Electrum

This tutorial will show you how to accept Bitcoin on a website with SSL signed payment requests, according to BIP-70. The docs are updated for Electrum 4.0 (currently in development).

You will need a valid SSL certificate (signed by a CA, for example free Letsencrypt). Please follow the instructions to install the development version. Do not forget the submodule update command.

15.1 Add your SSL certificate to Electrum

```
electrum -o setconfig ssl_keyfile /path/to/ssl/privkey.pem
electrum -o setconfig ssl_certfile /path/to/ssl/fullchain.pem
```

For details see How to add SSL

15.2 Create and use your merchant wallet

Create a wallet on your protected machine, as you want to keep your cryptocurrency safe. If anybody compromise your merchant server, s/he will be able to access read-only version of your wallet only and won’t be able to spent currency.

Please notice that the potential intruder still will be able to see your addresses, transactions and balance, though. It's also recommended to use a separate wallet for your merchant purposes (and not your main wallet).

```
electrum create
```

Still being on a protected machine, export your Master Public Key (xpub):

```
electrum getmpk -w .electrum/wallets/your-wallet
```

Now you are able to set up your electrum merchant daemon.

On the server machine restore your wallet from previously exported Master Public Key (xpub):
15.3 Start the Electrum daemon

Once your read-only wallet is (re-)created, start Electrum as a daemon:

```bash
electrum daemon -d
electrum load_wallet
```

Note: to stop the daemon

```bash
electrum stop
```

15.4 Create a signed payment request

```bash
electrum add_request 0.5 -m "test"
```

This command returns a JSON object with two URLs:

- `bip70_url` is the URL of the signed BIP70 request.
- `view_url` is the URL of a webpage displaying the request.

You can view the current list of requests using the `list_requests` command. You can clear the list using `clear_requests`.

15.5 Open the payment request page in your browser

Let us open `view_url` in a web browser.
The page shows the payment request. You can open the bitcoin: URI with a wallet, or scan the QR code. The bottom line displays the time remaining until the request expires.
The page will update itself when the payment is received, using websockets.

### 15.6 Lightning payments

To use lightning, you need to initialize lightning keys in your wallet. You will need to restart the daemon after that, or to stop it before:

```
electrum stop
electrum -o init_lightning
electrum daemon -d
```

Note that it is possible to add lightning keys to a watching-only wallet. That wallet will not be able to spend coins onchain, but it will be able to perform lightning transactions.

The next thing you will need to do is open a channel:

```
electrum open_channel <node_id> <amount>
```

Wait until it is ready to be used:

```
electrum list_channels
```

You will not immediately be able to receive with that channel, because it does not have inbound capacity. If you need to be able to receive immediately, you may do a submarine swap of your channel funds.

To create a lightning payment request:
electrum add_lightning_request 0.0001 -m "test"
This tutorial will show you how to configure your Electrum daemon as a watchtower for your lightning wallet. It is written for Electrum 4.0.

A watchtower is a separate Electrum process, that runs on another computer. To setup a watchtower, you need to configure an Electrum daemon, and enter its URL in your preferences.

16.1 How to configure a watchtower

You want to run your watchtower on a machine that is regularly connected to the internet.

First install Electrum, and add a SSL certificate to your Electrum configuration:

```
 electrum -o setconfig ssl_keyfile /path/to/ssl/privkey.pem
 electrum -o setconfig ssl_certfile /path/to/ssl/fullchain.pem
```

For details see How to add SSL.

Second, configure your watchtower with an address, username and password:

```
 electrum setconfig -o run_watchtower true
 electrum setconfig -o watchtower_user myusername
 electrum setconfig -o watchtower_password mypassword
 electrum setconfig -o watchtower_address example.com:12345
```

Then start the daemon:

```
 electrum daemon -d
```

The watchtower database contains presigned transactions, and is in ~/.electrum/watchtower_db

Note that the daemon does not need to contain a wallet, nor to have Lightning enabled; the watchtower is only about watching onchain addresses and broadcasting onchain transactions.
If you run Electrum’s Qt GUI on the machine that is configured as a watchtower, you can view the database size and number of transactions per channel if you open the watchtower window:

![Watchtower Window](image)

### 16.2 Configure the watchtower in your client

In your client preferences, tick ‘use a remote watchtower’ and enter the url:

```text
https://myusername:mypassword@example.com:12345
```
CHAPTER 17

JSONRPC interface

Commands to the Electrum daemon can be sent using JSONRPC. This is useful if you want to use electrum in a PHP script.

Note that the daemon uses a random port number by default. In order to use a stable port number, you need to set the ‘rpcport’ configuration variable (and to restart the daemon):

```
electrum setconfig rpcport 7777
```

Further, starting with Electrum 3.0.5, the JSON-RPC interface is authenticated using HTTP basic auth.

The username and the password are config variables. When first started, Electrum will initialise both; the password will be set to a random string. You can of course change them afterwards (the same way as the port, and then restart the daemon). To simply look up their value:

```
electrum getconfig rpcuser
electrum getconfig rpcpassword
```

Note that HTTP basic auth sends the username and the password unencrypted as part of the request. While using it on localhost is fine in our opinion, using it across an untrusted LAN or the Internet is not secure. Hence, you should take further measures in such cases, such as wrapping the connection in a secure tunnel. For further details, read this.

After setting a static port, and configuring authentication, we can perform queries using curl or PHP. Example:

```
curl --data-binary '{"jsonrpc":"2.0","id":"curltext","method":"getbalance","params":[]}' http://username:password@127.0.0.1:7777
```

Query with named parameters:

```
curl --data-binary '{"jsonrpc":"2.0","id":"curltext","method":"listaddresses","params":{"funded":true}}' http://username:password@127.0.0.1:7777
```

Create a payment request:

```
curl --data-binary '{"jsonrpc":"2.0","id":"curltext","method":"add_request","params":{"amount":3.14,"memo":"test"}}' http://username:password@127.0.0.1:7777
```
Most Electrum commands are available not only using the command-line, but also in the GUI Python console. The results are Python objects, even though they are sometimes rendered as JSON for clarity.

Let us call listunspent(), to see the list of unspent outputs in the wallet:

```
>> listunspent()
[
    {
        "address": "12cmY5RhRgx8KkUKASDcDVRotget9FNso3",
        "index": 0,
        "raw_output_script": "76a91411bbdc6e3a27c44644d83f783ca7df3bdc2778e688ac",
        "tx_hash": "e7029df9ac8735b04e8e957d0ce73987b5c9c5e920ec4a445130cdeca654f096",
        "value": 0.01
    },
    {
        "address": "1GavSCND6TB7HuJSTEbHEmCctNGeJwXF",
        "index": 0,
        "raw_output_script": "76a914aaaf437e25805f288141bfcdcc27887ee5492bd13188ac",
        "tx_hash": "b30edf57ca2a31560b5b6e8dfe567734eb9f7d3259bb334653276e5e520735df",
        "value": 9.04735316
    }
]
```

Note that the result is rendered as JSON. However, if we save it to a Python variable, it is rendered as a Python object:

```
>> u = listunspent()
>> u
[{'tx_hash': 'e7029df9ac8735b04e8e957d0ce73987b5c9c5e920ec4a445130cdeca654f096',
  'index': 0, 'raw_output_script': '76a91411bbdc6e3a27c44644d83f783ca7df3bdc2778e688ac',
  'value': 0.01, 'address': '12cmY5RhRgx8KkUKASDcDVRotget9FNso3'}, {'tx_hash': 'b30edf57ca2a31560b5b6e8dfe567734eb9f7d3259bb334653276e5e520735df',
  'index': 0, 'raw_output_script': '76a914aaaf437e25805f288141bfcdcc27887ee5492bd13188ac',
  'value': 9.04735316, 'address': '1GavSCND6TB7HuJSTEbHEmCctNGeJwXF'}]
```
This makes it possible to combine Electrum commands with Python. For example, let us pick only the addresses in the previous result:

```
>> map(lambda x:x.get('address'), listunspent())
[
  "12cmY5RHRgx8KkUKASDcDYRotget9FNso3",
  "1GavSCND6TB7HuCnJSTEhEmCctNGeJwXF"
]
```

Here we combine two commands, listunspent and dumpprivkeys, in order to dump the private keys of all addresses that have unspent outputs:

```
>> dumpprivkeys( map(lambda x:x.get('address'), listunspent()) )
{
  "12cmY5RHRgx8KkUKASDcDYRotget9FNso3": "***************************************************",
  "1GavSCND6TB7HuCnJSTEhEmCctNGeJwXF": "***************************************************"
}
```

Note that dumpprivkey will ask for your password if your wallet is encrypted. The GUI methods can be accessed through the ‘window’ variable. For example, you can display a QR code from a string using window.show_qrcode. Example:

```
window.show_qrcode(dumpprivkey(listunspent()[0]['address']))
```
Simple Payment Verification (SPV) is a technique described in Satoshi Nakamoto’s paper. SPV allows a lightweight client to verify that a transaction is included in the Bitcoin blockchain, without downloading the entire blockchain. The SPV client only needs download the block headers, which are much smaller than the full blocks. To verify that a transaction is in a block, a SPV client requests a proof of inclusion, in the form of a Merkle branch. SPV clients offer more security than web wallets, because they do not need to trust the servers with the information they send.

Reference: Bitcoin: A peer-to-peer Electronic Cash System
CHAPTER 20

Electrum Seed Version System

This document describes the Seed Version System used in Electrum (version 2.0 and higher).

20.1 Description

Electrum derives its private keys and addresses from a seed phrase made of natural language words. Starting with version 2.0, Electrum seed phrases include a version number, whose purpose is to indicate which derivation should be followed in order to derive private keys and addresses.

In order to eliminate the dependency on a fixed wordlist, the master private key and the version number are both obtained by hashes of the UTF8 normalized seed phrase. The version number is obtained by looking at the first bits of:

\[ \text{hmac\_sha\_512("Seed version", seed\_phrase)} \]

The version number is also used to check seed integrity; in order to be correct, a seed phrase must produce a registered version number.

20.2 Motivation

Early versions of Electrum (before 2.0) used a bidirectional encoding between seed phrase and entropy. This type of encoding requires a fixed wordlist. This means that future versions of Electrum must ship with the exact same wordlist, in order to be able to read old seed phrases.

BIP39 was introduced two years after Electrum. BIP39 seeds include a checksum, in order to help users figure out typing errors. However, BIP39 suffers the same shortcomings as early Electrum seed phrases:

- A fixed wordlist is still required. Following our recommendation, BIP39 authors decided to derive keys and addresses in a way that does not depend on the wordlist. However, BIP39 still requires the wordlist in order to compute its checksum, which is plainly inconsistent, and defeats the purpose of our recommendation. This problem is exacerbated by the fact that BIP39 proposes to create one wordlist per language. This threatens the portability of BIP39 seed phrases.
• BIP39 seed phrases do not include a version number. This means that software should always know how to generate keys and addresses. BIP43 suggests that wallet software will try various existing derivation schemes within the BIP32 framework. This is extremely inefficient and rests on the assumption that future wallets will support all previously accepted derivation methods. If, in the future, a wallet developer decides not to implement a particular derivation method because it is deprecated, then the software will not be able to detect that the corresponding seed phrases are not supported, and it will return an empty wallet instead. This threatens users funds.

For these reasons, Electrum does not generate BIP39 seeds. Starting with version 2.0, Electrum uses the following Seed Version System, which addresses these issues.

Electrum 2.0 derives keys and addresses from a hash of the UTF8 normalized seed phrase with no dependency on a fixed wordlist. This means that the wordlist can differ between wallets while the seed remains portable, and that future wallet implementations will not need today’s wordlists in order to be able to decode the seeds created today. This reduces the cost of forward compatibility.

### 20.3 Version number

The version number is a prefix of a hash derived from the seed phrase. The length of the prefix is a multiple of 4 bits. The prefix is computed as follows:

```python
def version_number(seed_phrase):
    # normalize seed
    normalized = prepare_seed(seed_phrase)
    # compute hash
    h = hmac_sha_512("Seed version", normalized)
    # use hex encoding, because prefix length is a multiple of 4 bits
    s = h.encode('hex')
    # the length of the prefix is written on the first 4 bits
    # for example, the prefix '101' is of length 4*3 bits = 4*(1+2)
    length = int(s[0]) + 2
    # read the prefix
    prefix = s[0:length]
    # return version number
    return hex(int(prefix, 16))
```

The normalization function (prepare_seed) removes all but one space between words. It also removes diacritics, and it removes spaces between Asian CJK characters.

### 20.4 List of reserved numbers

The following version numbers are used for Electrum seeds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0x01</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>P2PKH and Multisig P2SH wallets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x100</td>
<td>Segwit</td>
<td>Segwit: P2WPKH and P2WSH wallets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x101</td>
<td>2FA</td>
<td>Two-factor authenticated wallets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, the version bytes of master public/private keys indicate what type of output script should be used, and on which network. The prefixes are detailed [here](#).
20.5 Seed generation

When the seed phrase is hashed during seed generation, the resulting hash must begin with the correct version number prefix. This is achieved by enumerating a nonce and re-hashing the seed phrase until the desired version number is created. This requirement does not decrease the security of the seed (up to the cost of key stretching, that might be required to generate the private keys).

20.6 Security implications

Electrum currently use the same wordlist as BIP39 (2048 words). A typical seed has 12 words, which results in 132 bits of entropy in the choice of the seed.

Following BIP39, 2048 iterations of key stretching are added for the generation of the master private key. In terms of hashes, this is equivalent to adding an extra 11 bits of security to the seed (2048=2^11).

From the point of view of an attacker, the constraint added by imposing a prefix to the seed version hash does not decrease the entropy of the seed, because there is no knowledge gained on the seed phrase. The attacker still needs to enumerate and test 2^n candidate seed phrases, where n is the number of bits of entropy used to generate the seed.

However, the test made by the attacker will return faster if the candidate seed is not a valid seed, because the attacker does not need to generate the key. This means that the imposed prefix reduces the strength of key stretching.

Let n denote the number of entropy bits of the seed, and m the number of bits of difficulty added by key stretching: m = log2(stretching_iterations). Let k denote the length of the prefix, in bits.

On each iteration of the attack, the probability of obtaining a valid seed is p = 2^-k

The number of hashes required to test a candidate seed is: 2^n * (1+2^m) + (1-p)*1 = 1 + 2^(m-k)

Therefore, the cost of an attack is: 2^n * (1 + 2^(m-k))

This can be approximated as 2^n(m + m - k) if m>k and as 2^n otherwise.

With the standard values currently used in Electrum, we obtain: 2^n(132 + 11 - 8) = 2^n135. This means that a standard Electrum seed is equivalent, in terms of hashes, to 135 bits of entropy.
Stratum is a universal bitcoin communication protocol used mainly by bitcoin client Electrum and miners.

21.1 Format

Stratum protocol is based on JSON-RPC 2.0 (although it doesn’t include “jsonrpc” information in every message). Each message has to end with a line end character (n).

21.1.1 Request

Typical request looks like this:

```json
{ "id": 0, "method":"some.stratum.method", "params": [] }
```

- id begins at 0 and every message has its unique id number
- list and description of possible methods is below
- params is an array, e.g.: [“1myfirstaddress”, “1mysecondaddress”, “1andonemoreaddress”]

21.1.2 Response

Responses are similar:

```json
{ "id": 0, "result": "616be06545e5dd7daec52338858b6674d29ee6234ff1d50120f060f79630543c..." }
```

- id is copied from the request message (this way client can pair each response to one of his requests)
• result can be:
  – null
  – a string (as shown above)
  – a hash, e.g.:
    ```json
    { "nonce": 1122273605, "timestamp": 1407651121, "version": 2, "bits": 406305378 }
    ```
  – an array of hashes, e.g.:
    ```json
    [ { "tx_hash": "b87bc42725143f37558a0b41a664786d9e991ba89d43a53844ed7b3752545d4f", "height": 314847 }, { "tx_hash": "616be06545e5dd7daec5233858b6674d29ee6234ff1d50120f060f79630543c", "height": 314853 } ]
    ```

## 21.2 Methods

### 21.2.1 server.version

This is usually the first client’s message, plus it’s sent every minute as a keep-alive message. Client sends its own version and version of the protocol it supports. Server responds with its supported version of the protocol (higher number at server-side is usually compatible).

The version of the protocol being explained in this documentation is: 0.10.

**request:**

```json
{ "id": 0, "method": "server.version", "params": [ "1.9.5", "0.6" ] }
```

**response:**

```json
{ "id": 0, "result": "0.8" }
```

### 21.2.2 server.banner

**request:**

```json
{ "id": 1, "method": "server.banner", "params": [] }
```

### 21.2.3 server.donation_address

### 21.2.4 server.peers.subscribe

Client can this way ask for a list of other active servers. Servers are connected to an IRC channel (#electrum at freenode.net) where they can see each other. Each server announces its version, history pruning limit of every address ("p100", "p10000" etc.—the number means how many transactions the server may keep for every single address) and supported protocols ("t" = tcp@50001, "h" = http@8081, "s" = tcp/tls@50002, "g" = https@8082; non-standard port would be announced this way: "t3300" for tcp on port 3300).
Note: At the time of writing there isn’t a true subscription implementation of this method, but servers only send one-time response. They don’t send notifications yet.

request:
```json
{ "id": 3, "method": "server.peers.subscribe", "params": [] }
```

response:
```json
{ "id": 3, "result": [ [ "83.212.111.114", "electrum.stepkrav.pw", [ "v0.9", "p100", "t", "h", "s", "g" ] ], [ "23.94.27.149", "ultra-feather.net", [ "v0.9", "p10000", "t", "h", "s", "g" ] ], [ "88.198.241.196", "electrum.be", [ "v0.9", "p10000", "t", "h", "s", "g" ] ] ] }
```

### 21.2.5 `blockchain.numblocks.subscribe`

A request to send to the client notifications about new blocks height. Responds with the current block height.

request:
```json
{ "id": 5, "method": "blockchain.numblocks.subscribe", "params": [] }
```

response:
```json
{ "id": 5, "result": 316024 }
```

message:
```json
{ "id": null, "method": "blockchain.numblocks.subscribe", "params": 316024 }
```

### 21.2.6 `blockchain.headers.subscribe`

A request to send to the client notifications about new blocks in form of parsed blockheaders.

request:
```json
{ "id": 5, "method": "blockchain.headers.subscribe", "params": [] }
```

response:
```json
{ "id": 5, "result": { "nonce": 3355909169, "prev_block_hash": "00000000000000000000000000000000", "timestamp": 1408252887, "merkle_root": "0d979a3d3d0f8757ed96aadd4781b9707c192824e398679833abc2afdf8d73", "block_height": 316023, "utxo_root": "4220a1a3ed99d2d621c397c742e81c95be054c81078d7eeb34736e2cdd7506a03", "version": 2, "bits": 406305378 } }
```

message:
21.2.7 blockchain.address.subscribe

A request to send to the client notifications when status (i.e., transaction history) of the given address changes. Status is a hash of the transaction history. If there isn’t any transaction for the address yet, the status is null.

request:

```json
{  "id": 6,  "method":"blockchain.address.subscribe",  "params": [    "1NS17ag9jJgTHD1VXjvLCEnZuQ3rJDE9L"] }
```

response:

```json
{  "id": 6,  "result": "b87bc42725143f37558a0b41a664786d9e991ba89d43a53844ed7b3752545d4f",  "message": {    "id": null,    "method":"blockchain.address.subscribe",    "params": [      "1NS17ag9jJgTHD1VXjvLCEnZuQ3rJDE9L",      "690ce08a148447f482eb3a74d714f30a6d4fe06a918a0893d823fd4aca4df580"]}
```

21.2.8 blockchain.address.get_history

For a given address a list of transactions and their heights (and fees in newer versions) is returned.

request:

```json
{"id": 1,  "method": "blockchain.address.get_history",  "params": [    "1NS17ag9jJgTHD1VXjvLCEnZuQ3rJDE9L"] }
```

response:

```json
{"id": 1,  "result": [{"tx_hash": "ac9cd2f02ac3423b022e86708b66aa4f56a7c863b9730f7ce5bc24066031fdced", "height": 340235}, {"tx_hash": "c4a866b1324f0a1217c80829e9209900bc1862beb23e618f1be4404145baa5ef3", "height": 340237}],  "jsonrpc": "2.0",  "id": 1,  "result": [{"tx_hash": "16c2976ecccdb6f3c937d24a3a9f3477b88a182cdbe58c40ee774b5291a0fe", "height": 0, "fee": 225}]
```
21.2.9 blockchain.address.get_mempool

21.2.10 blockchain.address.get_balance

request:
```json
{"id": 1, "method":"blockchain.address.get_balance", "params": {"1NS17ia9jJgTHD1VXjvLCEnZuQ3rJDE9L"}}
```

response:
```json
{"id": 1, "result": {"confirmed": 533506535, "unconfirmed": 27060000}}
```

21.2.11 blockchain.address.get_proof

21.2.12 blockchain.address.listunspent

request:
```json
{"id": 1, "method": "blockchain.address.listunspent", "params": ["1NS17ia9jJgTHD1VXjvLCEnZuQ3rJDE9L"]}
```

response:
```json
{"id": 1, "result": [{"tx_hash": "561534ec392fa8eebf5779b233232f7f7df5fd5179c3c640d84378ee6274686b", "tx_pos": 0, "value": 24990000, "height": 340242}, {"tx_hash": "620238ab90af02713f3ae5f8c1d695bcb2e9652b38c31c025d58ec3ba968", "tx_pos": 1, "value": 19890000, "height": 340242}]}
```

21.2.13 blockchain.utxo.get_address

21.2.14 blockchain.block.get_header

21.2.15 blockchain.block.get_chunk

21.2.16 blockchain.transaction.broadcast

Submits raw transaction (serialized, hex-encoded) to the network. Returns transaction id, or an error if the transaction is invalid for any reason.

request:
```json
{"id": 1, "method": "blockchain.transaction.broadcast", "params": {"0100000002f327e86da3e66bd20e1129b1fb36d07056f0b9a117199e759396526b8f3a20780000000000fffffffff0ede03d75050f20801d50358829a ... 14ffb035781c3c69e076d48b60c3d38592e7ce06a788ac00ca9a3b000000001976a914fa5139067622fd7e1e722a05c17c2bb7d5fd6df088ac00000000"}}
```

response:
21.2.17 blockchain.transaction.get_merkle

blockchain.transaction.get_merkle [txid, txHeight]

21.2.18 blockchain.transaction.get

Method for obtaining raw transaction (hex-encoded) for given txid. If the transaction doesn’t exist, an error is returned.

request:

```json
{ "id": 17, "method": "blockchain.transaction.get", "params": [ "0e3e2357e806b6cdb1f70b54c3a3a17b6714eelf0e68bebb44a74blefd512098" ] }
```

response:

```json
{ "id": 17, "result": "01000000010000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000ffffffff0704ffff001d0104ffffffff0100f2052a01000 ... 6a2c91e61ec11600ae1390813a627c66fb8be7947be63c52da7589379515d4e0a604f8141781e62294721166bf621e73a82cbf2342c858eeac00000000" }
```

error:

```json
{ "id": 17, "error": "{ u'message': u'No information available about transaction', u'code': -5 }" }`

21.2.19 blockchain.estimatefee

Estimates the transaction fee per kilobyte that needs to be paid for a transaction to be included within a certain number of blocks. If the node doesn’t have enough information to make an estimate, the value -1 will be returned.

Parameter: How many blocks the transaction may wait before being included.

request:

```json
{ "id": 17, "method": "blockchain.estimatefee", "params": [ 6 ] }
```

response:

```json
{ "id": 17, "result": 0.00026809 }
{ "id": 17, "result": 1.169e-05 }
```

error:

```json
{ "id": 17, "result": -1 }
```

21.3 External links

- [https://docs.google.com/a/palatinus.cz/document/d/17zHy1SUhgtCMbypO8cHgpWH73V5iUQKk_0rWvMqSNs/edit?hl=en_US](https://docs.google.com/a/palatinus.cz/document/d/17zHy1SUhgtCMbypO8cHgpWH73V5iUQKk_0rWvMqSNs/edit?hl=en_US) original Slush’s specification of Stratum protocol
• http://mining.bitcoin.cz/stratum-mining specification of Stratum mining extension
Electrum 2.0 uses an extended serialization format for transactions. The purpose of this format is to send unsigned and partially signed transactions to cosigners or to cold storage. This is achieved by extending the 'pubkey' field of a transaction input.

### 22.1 Extended public keys

The first byte of the pubkey indicates if it is an extended pubkey:
- 0x02, 0x03, 0x04: legal Bitcoin public key (compressed or not).
- 0xFF, 0xFE, 0xFD: extended public key.

Extended public keys are of 3 types:
- 0xFF: bip32 xpub and derivation
- 0xFE: legacy electrum derivation: master public key + derivation
- 0xFD: unknown pubkey, but we know the Bitcoin address.

### 22.2 Public key

This is the legit Bitcoin serialization of public keys.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0x02 or 0x03</th>
<th>compressed public key (32 bytes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0x04</td>
<td>uncompressed public key (64 bytes)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
22.3 BIP32 derivation

| 0xFF | xpub (78 bytes) | bip32 derivation (2∗k bytes) |

22.4 Legacy Electrum Derivation

| 0xFE | mpk (64 bytes) | derivation (4 bytes) |

22.5 Bitcoin address

Used if we don’t know the public key, but we know the address (or the hash 160 of the output script). The cosigner should know the public key.

| 0xFD | hash_160_of_script (20 bytes) |
 CHAPTER 23

Plugin rules:

• The plugin system of Electrum is designed to allow the development of new features without increasing the core code of Electrum.

• Electrum is written in pure python. If you want to add a feature that requires non-python libraries, then it must be submitted as a plugin. If the feature you want to add requires communication with a remote server (not an Electrum server), then it should be a plugin as well. If the feature you want to add introduces new dependencies in the code, then it should probably be a plugin.

• We expect plugin developers to maintain their plugin code. However, once a plugin is merged in Electrum, we will have to maintain it too, because changes in the Electrum code often require updates in the plugin code. Therefore, plugins have to be easy to maintain. If we believe that a plugin will create too much maintenance work in the future, it will be rejected.

• Plugins should be compatible with Electrum’s conventions. If your plugin does not fit with Electrum’s architecture, or if we believe that it will create too much maintenance work, it will not be accepted. In particular, do not duplicate existing Electrum code in your plugin.

• We may decide to remove a plugin after it has been merged in Electrum. For this reason, a plugin must be easily removable, without putting at risk the user’s bitcoins. If we feel that a plugin cannot be removed without threatening users who rely on it, we will not merge it.